
The Shot Sequence: 
Rotation and 
Synchronization
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BY JOHN D. SHIMA

Proper rotation and matching target speed is more about 
moving your body than it is about “swinging” a shotgun.

W hen I introduce a new 
shooter to skeet or sporting 
clays, I emphasize the differ-
ence between aiming the gun 
at the target and pointing 

the gun ahead of the target. I explain this phe-
nomenon as forward allowance or lead. When I’m 
coaching experienced shooters, I emphasize that 
synchronizing rotational speed to target speed is 
more important than lead. 

Synchronization relates to the movement of two 
objects that occur at precisely the same time. For 
most clay target shooters, the notion of synchro-
nization is a mechanical process that matches 
gun speed to the speed of the target. However, I 
believe this is a misconception. 

What synchronization really means is matching 
the rotational speed of your body to the speed of 
the target during pursuit movement. Conceptu-
ally, you are actually “matching your nose speed 
to target speed.” Your intention should be on the 
rotational speed of your body about a central axis 
rather than “swinging” the shotgun. When you 
accomplish this correctly, the shotgun will be indi-
rectly synchronized with the target. Therefore, the 

purpose of synchronization is to allow the shoot-
ing eye to center visual focus and track the target 
without distraction. Asynchronous movement 
produces visual distractions that adversely affect 
tracking and engagement of the target.

AXIS OF ROTATION
Proper biomechanics are the key to synchroniza-
tion. Your feet, ankles and legs drive the rotation 
of your upper body around a central axis that is 
essentially located within your lower back. Turn-
ing your body around the axis of rotation allows 
your eyes, head and shoulders to remain level and 
balanced as you track the target with your shoot-
ing eye. 

Movement of your body around its central axis 
of rotation enables synchronization of lateral gun 
movement with the speed of the target, whereas 
sliding the body laterally or swinging the gun with 
the hands and arms alters the lateral gun speed 
and compromises effective and consistent syn-
chronization. 

I specifically avoid using the term “gun swing” 
when discussing the sustained-lead method. Us-
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ing the arms and hands to 
abruptly push the gun tends 
to re-activate your peripheral 
vision to detect the sudden 
movement, and it causes the 
shooting eye to switch its 
primary focus zone from the 
target to the end of the gun 
barrel. When this occurs, the 
target remains in your sec-
ondary focus zone and visual 
deceptions occur. 

KINETIC  
REFLEXES
The word kinetic relates to 
the motion of material bod-
ies. According to Dr. Wayne 
Martin, author of An Insight 
to Sports, there are specific 
oculo-motor reflexes that 
serve to control musculo-
skeletal movements and bal-
ance. The two oculo-motor 
reflex systems that relate to 
shooting clay targets are the 
stato-kinetic reflex and opto-
kinetic reflex.

The stato-kinetic reflex 
involves the semicircular 
canals of the inner ear that 
“sense angular acceleration 
of the head and the aware-
ness of any induced head, 
eye and body movements… 
to maintain balance.” The 
opto-kinetic reflex relates to 
movement of the eyes and 
body in relation to a moving 
target. The proper function 
of these two reflex systems 
is essential to your ability 
to consistently match the 
rotational movement of your 
body to the speed of the 
target.

HEAD  
CONTROLS 
BALANCE
Asynchronous movement 
between the head and the 

gunstock due to head tilting 
or lifting upward during the 
shot sequence interferes 
with the ability of the kinetic 
reflexes to maintain center-
ing of your shooting eye on 
the target. This is why I begin 
every shooting clinic by 
teaching each client to posi-
tion his or her head properly 
on the gunstock.

I frequently use moleskin 
strips to raise the comb so 
the eyes will be as close to 
level as possible. I believe 

the position of the head is 
critical because it holds the 
optical system and main-
tains alignment, orientation 
of the head and balance 
of the body relative to the 
area surrounding the target. 
Therefore, a steady head, 
whether it is above or on 
the gunstock, is necessary 
to maintain balance as your 
body turns around its axis of 
rotation.

Visio-motor coordination 
is the system that manages 
what athletes commonly 

refer to as hand-eye coor-
dination. In his book Blink, 
Malcom Gladwell called the 
primitive reflexes involved in 
visio-motor coordination the 
adaptive unconscious. Oth-
ers refer to this mechanism 
as the subconscious mind. 
I call it the Shooting Reflex. 
I refer to it as eye-feet-hand 
coordination, because the 
rotational movement of the 
body that indirectly manages 
gun speed must be initiated 
from your feet and ankles in 

response to the visual input 
from shooting eye.

 

YOUR FEET  
DETERMINE  
GUN SPEED
Physicists define speed as 
the distance traveled per 
unit of time. Simply stated, 
this means the time it takes 
for an object to move from 
point A to point B. Velocity is 
a vector measurement of the 
rate and direction of motion 
of an object. The angular ve-

locity of clay targets relates 
to visual perception. The ac-
tual rate of the target’s speed 
is relatively constant in the 
center of the field.

The Shima Shooting 
MethodSM proposes a simple 
approach to shooting clay 
targets that utilizes the natu-
ral reflexes of the musculo-
skeletal system rather than 
prescribed mechanical move-
ments. I encourage clients to 
view target speed as a lateral 
(horizontal) movement. Point 
A (acquisition point) is at 
your eye hold, and point B is 
at the break point. All lateral 
gun movement is initiated 
and controlled from the feet 
and lower body while keep-
ing the head steady and eyes 
level. The rate at which the 
feet rotate your body from 
point A to point B deter-
mines the rotational speed of 
the gun.

I often state that visceral 
shooters need to feel the 
speed of the target, while 
visual shooters tend to see 
the lead in the break zone. It 
is my opinion that all shoot-
ers must initiate lateral gun 
movement from the feet 
and lower body, regardless 
of their shooting style or 
whether they shoot two-
eyed or one-eyed. 

VISION  
DETERMINES 
PERCEIVED 
TARGET SPEED
Certainly the trap machine 
determines the actual speed 
of the clay target it throws. 
But your perception of target 
speed varies depending on 
how you look at the target 
during its flight. When I 
coined the phrase “How we 

p Rotation comes from the feet, ankles and legs. They should rotate 
your body around a “central axis.” 
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look determines what we 
see,” I was referring to every-
thing necessary to efficiently 
synchronize gun speed to 
target speed between the 
acquisition of the target with 
the shooting eye and engage-
ment of the target with the 
shotgun. 

Visio-motor coordination 
has two components: the 
eye-feet and the eye-hand. 
The eye-feet component 
synchronizes rotation of the 
body to keep your head and 
eyes aligned and centered 
on the moving clay target. 
Your nose is always pointed 
directly at the target. When 
this happens properly, you 
will perceive the target to 
be slower, larger and clearer 
during flight. 

When I use the expression 
“Use your eyes to bring the 
target to the gun,” it sounds 
just as ridiculous as “Your 
vision determines target 
speed.” Once again, I remind 

the reader that shooting 
clay targets is a game of 
visual perception, not abso-
lute physics. The eye-hand 
component of visio-motor 
coordination subconsciously 
directs the hands to make 
the necessary vertical 
changes in gun position 
during the lateral rotational 
movement to properly insert 
the shotgun and engage the 
target in the break zone.

The distinction between 
eye-feet coordination and 
eye-hand coordination is 
very important with regard 
to visual perception. Think-
ing in terms of natural pro-
tective reflexes, if a person 
suddenly sees an object mov-
ing toward his or her face, 
the first response will be to 
raise the hand to intercept 
the object, while the head 
and upper body react and re-
spond by turning or moving 
away from the object’s path. 
The feet initiate body move-

ment and maintain balance.
Whenever you are watch-

ing two moving objects, your 
eyes will naturally converge 
your primary focus onto the 
object that is faster, larger or 
closer to your face. Therefore, 
whenever you intentionally 
use your hands to abruptly 
move the barrel of the gun 
upward to engage the target, 
the primary focus of your 
shooting eye will automati-
cally be attracted to the end 
of the barrel. The loss of 
primary focus on the target 
alters your visual perception, 
and gun speed slows down 
or stops while the target ap-
pears to increase in speed.

SYNCHRO-
NIZATION 
ENHANCES 
VISUAL  
PERCEPTION
I remember how my father 

would always go to his 
ophthalmologist to have his 
vision checked after shoot-
ing poorly. As a physician, he 
was convinced that optimal 
visual acuity was essential 
to shooting well. I am not a 
doctor, but I am convinced 
that optimal visual percep-
tion is far more important 
to good shooting than ideal 
vision. 

By using your feet to cre-
ate lateral gun speed, your 
upper body and head will re-
main relaxed and level with 
the ground as the movement 
of the shotgun is synchro-
nized with the flight of the 
target. Lateral gun movement 
enhances the acquisition of 
the target at the eye hold and 
enables your shooting eye to 
center primary focus on the 
target while the barrel of the 
gun remains below the target 
in the secondary focus zone. 
When lateral gun speed is 
synchronized with the target, 
it minimizes the tendency for 
the shooting eye to converge 
its primary focus onto the 
end of the barrel and disrupt 
synchronization.

Detecting and acquiring 
the target properly allows 
the adaptive unconscious to 
automatically center visual 
focus on the target and 
precisely engage the target 
efficiently, effectively and ef-
fortlessly. 

q Your feet create lateral gun speed. When done properly, your nose will stay pointed at the target and 
your head and body will be aligned with the moving target, making it appear larger and slower. 
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u John Shima is a former 
five-time World Skeet Cham-
pion. For more information 
about the Shima Shooting 
MethodSM or to arrange a 
private consultation, contact 
John via email at john@john-
shima.com. To view previous 
articles or order John’s books, 
go to www.johnshima.com.


